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1. Gravity erosion on the Loess Plateau 
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 Gravity erosion is the mass failure on the steep slope. On the Loess Plateau of China, 

forms of gravity erosion include avalanche, landslide, earth flow, creep, etc. 

 Gravity erosion is an important process controlling the sedimentary structure and 

growth patterns of the steep slope, and also one of the major sources causing large 

amount of soil loss to the lower reaches. Especially, gravity erosion is very popular 

and very serious on the Loess Plateau of China with sparse plants. 



2 How to measure the gravity erosion 
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 Have a statistics on the flow characteristics  

 Calculate the volume with the slide area 

and the thickness of the slide 

 Use the strain probe to continuously detect 

soil creep in situ  

A problem common to all of the 

techniques is that the data 

were observed after the failure 

events, and the gravity erosion 

was not separated from other 

forms of erosion. 

 Digital photogrammetry: The philosophy of capturing the 

geometry and visualizing at the same time works.  

 3D shape measurement: Compute the 3D model of a face 

by projecting a simple colored stripe pattern onto the face 

No such 

techniques have 

been applied to 

the 3D object in 

the dynamic 

motion 
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A stripe pattern with equidistant horizontal 

lines is generated by a laser source, and is 

recorded by a camera with sighting 

direction perpendicular to the light pattern. 

As the slope terrain deforms over time, the 

erosion process is recorded by video, and 

then imported into the computer to acquire 

a snapshot image at particular time 

sequence. Given depth in ArcGIS, the 3D 

geometric shape of the target surface can 

be computed accurately. 
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1 Rainfall simulator, 2 topography meter (i camera with 

a collimator and ii laser source), 3 calibration points,  

4  model slope, and 5 projected laser lines.  

3. Observation method and materials 



Volume of the failure mass 

1 5 Landform after 21’25’’ rainfall  Landform after 21’27’’ rainfall  

The amount of 

gravity erosion 

was the difference 

between the 

volume of the 

slope in the 

moments before 

the incident with 

that after the 

incident 



To observe the gravity erosion using Topography Meter 

1st  TM 

MX-2009-G  

2nd TM 

MX-2009-W 

3rd TM 

MX-2010-G 

4th TM 

MX-2014-G 

5th TM 

MX-2018-G 

Portable laboratory 

Field experiment 

Landslide experiment 

5 generations of TM, 6 approved Chinese invention patent, and 3 projects of NSFC 



 A paper in Review of Scientific 

Instruments 

 A Release in AIP 

Used in the field observation 

Portable laboratory Rainfall simulation  


